Characterization of hexagonal defects in gallium nitride on sapphire
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Hexagonal pits on the surface of GaN grown by an HVPE technique were characterized by SEM, CL-imaging, and micro-Raman scattering techniques. From the CL-imaging, there was seen to be a bright ring around the hexagonal pits, thereby implying disuniformities in the crystal surrounding the hexagonal pits. Then, micro-Raman techniques were employed for detailed analysis both inside and outside the hexagonal pits. The film became more tensile by 0.13 GPa when the laser beam was scanned from the outside of the bright ring shown in the CL-imaging to the center of the hexagonal pit.
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Introduction

GaN has shown outstanding potential for high power and high temperature applications in advanced communications and sensor technologies [1-3]. Also, the applications of this material system in optoelectronic devices including light emitting diodes (LED), and laser-diodes (LD) are currently the focus of a great deal of interest [4, 5]. Furthermore, recent advances in GaN-based spintronic devices have attracted a large amount of attention because high quality GaN film doped with Gd, Cr, and Mn can be grown, or these rare-earth elements can be implanted into the GaN layer [6-10]. GaN-based devices demonstrated that they are able to outperform the conventional Si-based and GaAs-based devices under harsh environments, but the lack of large, lattice-matched homoepitaxial substrates constitute the principal obstacle to the commercialization of these GaN-based devices. A variety of growth techniques including Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD), and Hybrid Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE) have been applied to the production of high-quality GaN epitaxial layers [11-13]. In our research, we have attempted to characterize a GaN layer grown by an HVPE technique, which can grow thicker and larger areas of GaN more rapidly than other techniques [14]. With regard to the quasi-bulk growth of GaN, thick GaN layers have been demonstrated on sapphire substrate with good electrical properties [14, 15]. The HVPE technique can also be an alternative to high temperature, high pressure bulk crystal growth, but the GaN grown by an HVPE technique has various defects such as cracks, pinholes and hexagonal pits [16]. Hexagonal pits commonly form on the surface of HVPE GaN. These defects limit the performance and threaten the reliability of GaN-based devices. Because the structural, electrical, and optical properties of GaN grown by an HVPE technique rely on the growth conditions, the characterization of GaN using various techniques is important to optimize the quality of GaN and growth conditions.

Raman scattering is a non-destructive and contact-free technique which is used for the characterization of various semiconductors. The spatial resolution of the micro-Raman scattering technique is typically ≤2 micrometers. Considering that phonon frequencies are sensitive to the sample doping concentrations, as well as the strain and temperature conditions of semiconductors, Raman spectroscopy permits the monitoring and measurement of these essential semiconductor properties [17, 18].

In this paper, we describe the result of SEM, CL-imaging, and micro-Raman spectroscopy on hexagonal pits in the surface of a GaN layer grown on a sapphire substrate.

Experimentals

GaN was grown on a sapphire substrate by an HVPE technique. Micro-Raman scattering measurements were performed on the GaN in a backscattering geometry using the 488 nm line of an Ar-ion laser. The charge-coupled devices (CCDs) of the spectrometer were cooled with liquid nitrogen. The laser spot size was ≤3 μm and the laser power at the sample was ~0.5 mW. The bandgap of GaN was larger than the incident photon energy, thereby minimizing possible laser-induced heat-
ing. GaN has a hexagonal Wurtzite structure. Due to its higher relative intensity at this scattering geometry, as well as its sensitivity to stress, we selected $E_2^2$ as a probe to monitor the biaxial strain in the GaN layer.

Initially, the GaN sample was characterized by SEM to find the hexagonal pits. After locating the hexagonal pits, a CL detector was employed in order to obtain an image at the same position. With the detailed image of the hexagonal pit, micro-Raman techniques were employed in order to characterize the changes in the strain both inside and outside the hexagonal pits.

**Results and Discussions**

Figures 1(A) and 2(A) show that the defect looks like an inverted pyramid of hexagonal shape. CL-images (Fig. 1(B) and 2(B)) also indicate a ring-shaped grain-boundary around the hexagonal defect, which began to grow below the surface. Therefore, the properties of the crystal layer within the grain boundary (bright area in Fig. 1(B) and 2(B)) differ from those of the layer outside the grain boundary (dark area in Fig. 1(B) and 2(B)). Some reports have speculated about the origin of these hexagonal-shaped pits, and have principally attributed this phenomenon to dislocations [19]. In this study, we have employed micro-Raman scattering techniques, which allow us to obtain information regarding crystal structures and biaxial strain. We moved the position of the laser beam (~2 μm beam size) from outside the grain boundary to the center of the hexagonal pits. Figure 3 shows the micro-Raman Scattering data acquired from the defect-free area. We chose the $E_2^2$ phonon to monitor the biaxial strain because it is the most intense and is very sensitive to strain in the thin film in this backscattering geometry. When the laser beam was scanned from the outside of the ring to the center of the hexagonal pit, we determined that the film became more tensile (Fig. 4). Lorentzian fitting was employed to locate the peak position of the $E_2^2$ phonon, which was decreased by 0.8 cm$^{-1}$ from the outside to the inside. There is a relationship between Raman shift and biaxial stress [20]:

$$s = \frac{\Delta \omega}{6.2 \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{GPa}^{-1}}$$

where $s$ is the biaxial stress in GPa and $\Delta \omega$ is the

---

**Fig. 1.** (A) SEM micrograph of an hexagonal pit on the surface of GaN at 7 kV EHT, 17 mm working distance (Top View). (B) CL image of an hexagonal pit on the surface of GaN at 7 kV EHT, 17 mm working distance (Same position as Figure 1(A))

**Fig. 2.** (A) Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of an hexagonal pit at 10 kV EHT, 16 mm working distance. (B) Cross-sectional CL-image of an hexagonal pit at 10 kV EHT, 16 mm working distance (Same position as Figure 2(A))
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Conclusions

In this study, SEM and CL-image were employed in order to characterize the hexagonal pits on GaN surface. Cross-sectional SEM and CL-images showed that the hexagonal pits were V-shaped and that they began to grow below the surface. When micro-Raman spectroscopy was used to characterize the strain in the GaN layer around an hexagonal pit, it was determined that the GaN layer became more tensile from the outer reference area to the center of the hexagonal pit by 0.13 GPa.
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